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Industrial intelligent robots are treated as a measure of na⁃
tional scientific level and technology innovation, and also the
important symbol of high⁃ level manufacturing, while service
intelligent robots can directly affect people’s daily lives.
The development of artificial robots in different areas is at⁃
tracting much attention around the world. This article re⁃
views the current situation and development of Chinese and
international intelligent robot markets including industrial ro⁃
bots and service robots. The intelligent robot technology and
the classification of robots are also discussed. Finally, appli⁃
cations of intelligent robots in various fields are concluded
and the development trends and outlook of intelligent robots
are explored.
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1 Introduction
n 1997, IBM’s Deep Blue computer defeated the
world’s chess champion, Garry Kasparov. The match
was a momentous occasion for artificial intelligence,
showing how far a clever algorithm could go in a

game prized for its intellectual difficulty. In 2015, AlphaGo be⁃
came the first program to beat a professional Go player in an
even game after it won 5-0 in a formal match against the reign⁃
ing 3 ⁃ times European Champion, FAN Hui. Alpha Go then
won 4-1 against the top Go player in the world, LEE Sedol in
2016. After that, an era of artificial intelligence opened.

Since the 21st century, the development of robot technology
has been paid more attention at home and abroad. Robotics is
considered to be one of the high⁃level technologies of great sig⁃
nificance for the development of emerging industries. UK Roy⁃
al Academy of Engineering predicted that 2019 would usher in
the robot revolution according to the Division Studies Report
on Autonomous Systems in 2009 [1]. In 2014, Chinese Presi⁃
dent XI Jinping emphasized at the Seventeenth Academician
Conference at Chinese Academy of Science:“Development,
manufacture and application of robots are the measure of a na⁃
tional scientific and technological innovation and an important
symbol of high⁃end manufacturing level; we need not only im⁃
prove the level of Chinese robots, but also occupy the market
as much as possible [2].”Robot revolution is expected to be⁃
come an entry point and an important growth point of the third
industrial revolution, and to affect the pattern of global manu⁃
facturing. China is expected to become the world’s largest ro⁃
bot market.

Robots broadly include any machines that can simulate be⁃
haviors or thoughts of humans and animals, such as robotic
dogs, robotic cats, and robotic fish. In a narrow sense, robots
have many different definitions and classifications. Some com⁃
puter programs can also be treated as a robot (such as the

crawling robot for search engine). The United Nations Organi⁃
zation for Standardization adopts the definition from the US Ro⁃
botics Association and defines the Robot as“a programmable
and multifunctional manipulator; or a specialized system that
performs different tasks can be changed by computer and is
programmable. Generally, it’s comprised of implementing
agencies, driving device, detection device, control system, com⁃
plex mechanism and other components [3].”A robot is a com⁃
plex intelligent machine composed by machinery, electron,
computers, sensors, control technology, artificial intelligence,
bionics and other disciplines. Currently, the intelligent robot
has become one of the research hotspots in the world, and an
important symbol to measure a country’s level of industrializa⁃
tion. Robots are automated robotic devices to perform some
specific work, so that it can accept human commands, and also
run pre⁃programmed programs. Moreover, it can perform some
human tasks based on the principles and program developed
by the artificial intelligence technology. In contemporary indus⁃
try, the robot means an artificial robotic device that can per⁃
form tasks automatically, used to replace or assist human work
[4]; usually it is an electromechanical device, controlled by a
computer program or electronic circuit. Robots can be autono⁃
mous or semi ⁃ autonomous and range from humanoid such as
Honda’s Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility (ASIMO) and
TOSY’s TOSY Ping Pong Playing Robot (TOPIO) to industrial
robots. It also includes collectively programmed swarm robots,
and even Nano robots. By mimicking a lifelike appearance or
automating movements, the ideal high simulation robot is an
advanced product that integrates control theory, machinery,
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electronics, computer and artificial intelligence, materials sci⁃
ence, and bionics. Robots can perform repetitive and danger⁃
ous tasks that humans prefer not to do or are unable to do be⁃
cause of size limitations or extreme environments such as outer
space or the bottom of the sea. Nowadays, robots resemble hu⁃
mans in more and more fields or aspects, for example, robots
can resemble humans in appearance, behavior cognition, and
even emotion. Robotics technology was first used in industry.
In recent years, driven by the computer technology, network
technology, micro⁃electro⁃mechanical system (MEMS) technol⁃
ogy, development of new technologies, the use of robot technol⁃
ogy has been expanding rapidly from the traditional industrial
manufacturing to medical service, education and entertain⁃
ment, exploration and surveying, bio ⁃engineering, disaster re⁃
lief and many other areas. Robot systems adapted to the needs
of different areas are intensively researched and developed.
Over the past decades, research and application of robotics
technology have greatly promoted the industrialization and
modernization of the human society, and gradually formed a ro⁃
botics industry chain, which is further expanding the scope of
robot applications.

In the following sections, the current development of robots
is introduced in section 2. Intelligent robot ⁃ related technolo⁃
gies and trends are presented in section 3. The emotional robot
is also presented in this section. Section 4 is the conclusions
and suggestions for future development of robotics in China.

2 Development Situation of Robots

2.1 Global Development
As a measure of a country’s scientific and technological in⁃

novation and an important indicator of the level of high ⁃ end
manufacturing, the robot industry gets more and more attention
around the world. The major economies have treated the devel⁃
opment of this industry as a national strategy and an important
means to maintain or regain their competence in manufactur⁃
ing. The study of robotics started earlier abroad and is compar⁃
atively mature there. As the representatives, the United States,
Japan and Europe have developed a variety of robots based on
their needs. According to the report of the International Federa⁃
tion of Robots (IFR) [5], 229,261 industrial robots [6] were
sold in 2014, with an increase of 29% compared to 2013 (Fig.
1). All industrial robot companies have achieved growth. In
China, the robots sold reached 37,000 units in 2014, with an
increase of 60%, ranking the world’s top one [7].

The sales of service robots grew by 11.5% in 2014 [8] (Figs.
2 and 3), and the sales amount increased 3% to $377 million
[9]. It was predicted that various types of service robots could
reach 25.9 million sets during 2015 to 2018, with an estimated
value of $1.22 billion [10]. According to a report by Allied
Market Research [11], the global industrial robot market would
grow at a compound growth rate of 5.4% from 2014 to 2020

and its sales would reach $41.17 billion in 2020. McKinsey
Global Institute published a report named“12 Disruptive
Technologies Leading Global Economic Changes” in 2013
[12], and listed the advanced robotics, cloud computing, the
next generation of gene technology, 3D printing, new materials,
renewable energy and other 6 technologies. In 2025, robots
will bring economies of scale from $1.7 to $4.5 trillion per year
worldwide according to McKinsey’s prediction [12].
2.1.1 Development in US

In 2010, the US launched its“Advanced Manufacturing
Partners’Program”, with an explicit goal of revitalizing the
manufacturing through the development of industrial robots
and developing a new generation of intelligent robots by using

▲Figure 1. Annual supply of industrial robots (IFR) [6].

▲Figure 2. Comparison of service robots (IFR) [8].

▲Figure 3. Sales prediction of service robots (IFR) [8].
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information network technology. In 2013, it released a robot de⁃
velopment route report with a subtitle of“From Internet to Ro⁃
botics”, in which the intelligent robot was put in the equally
important position with the Internet in 21th Century [13]. Ro⁃
bots will influence human life, economic and social develop⁃
ment in all respects, and robots technology has been listed as
the core technology to achieve manufacturing improvement
and economic development in the US.
2.1.2 Development in EU

The EU has launched the world’s largest civilian robot re⁃
search and development program—SPARC, planning to vote
2.8 billion Euros and create 240,000 jobs in 2020. The pro⁃
gram includes more than 200 companies and 12,000 R&D per⁃
sons are involved. Robot applications in various fields such as
manufacturing, agriculture, health, transport, security and the
family are included in the plan.
2.1.3 Development in Germany

Germany has proposed its Industry 4.0 plan to maintain its
leading position in manufacturing. The plan considers intelli⁃
gent robotics and intelligent manufacturing technology as an
entry point to greet the new industrial revolution.
2.1.4 Development in Japan

Japan also has a long ⁃ term development strategy of robot
technology. The robot industry is one of the priorities in the
seven major industries supporting its new industrial develop⁃
ment strategy. The Japanese government is planning to use ro⁃
bots as an important pillar of economic growth.
2.1.5 Development in South Korea

South Korea has developed a“Smart Robot Basic Plan”,
and issued a“Robot Future Strategic Vision 2022”in October
2012. The policy focuses on expanding its robot industry and
supporting Chinese robot enterprises to expand overseas mar⁃
kets.
2.2 Development in China

Robot manufacturing in China began in the 1970s, with a fo⁃
cus on researching and manufacturing industrial robots. Al⁃
though robot technology research and development in China
started late, the development speed is very fast. The develop⁃
ment can be roughly divided into three stages. In 1980s, the
main emphasis was researching and manufacturing industrial
robots, with the support of national“863”program and other
plans. In the early 1990s, the techniques with independent in⁃
tellectual property rights emerged, including spot welding, arc
welding, assembling, painting, cutting, handling, packaging
palletizing and more, and China took an important step in in⁃
dustrial robots in practice. The Chinese government intro⁃
duced robot development plans covering different aspects of ro⁃
botics during this period. After the prototype and demonstra⁃

tion phase of the 1990s, China started to enter the industrial
stage in 2000. In 2006, China included intelligent service ro⁃
bots in the national long ⁃ term technology development pro⁃
gram, and in 2012, it published the“Twelfth Five⁃year Special
Plan”for service robot technology development. The“Ministry
of Industry Guidance on Promoting the Development of Indus⁃
trial Robots”was released in 2013. After 2010, the capacity of
Chinese installed robots has increased annually, with the de⁃
velopment of the robot industry chain.

In recent years, China has made a lot of robot technology
achievements and the market prospect of robot industry is
bright. Many Chinese research institutes, such as Harbin Insti⁃
tute of Technology, Beijing University of Aeronautics and As⁃
tronautics, Tsinghua University and Hefei University of Tech⁃
nology, are carrying out related research of intelligent robots.
Hefei University of Technology has built an emotion robot plat⁃
form which will be presented in the following sections.

The world’s four giant robot manufacturers including Swe⁃
den ABB, German KU ⁃KA, Japanese FANUC) and Japanese
YASKAWA have set up branches in China and are positive to
the prospect of Chinese robot market. On the other hand, the
Chinese robot brands have also grown and begun to take
shape, such as Shenyang XINSONG Robot Automation, Anhui
Efort Intelligent Equipment, and Guangzhou Dongguan STS ro⁃
botics. Until October 2014, there were more than 430 robot⁃re⁃
lated companies in China, with an average of two new compa⁃
nies appearing per week. There are more than 4000 companies
involved in industrial robots and the number is still growing
with an annual increase of more than 300 enterprises. Accord⁃
ing to Great Wall Securities’latest research, Chinese industri⁃
al robot industry will have a explosive growth and the market is
expected to reach 100 billion in 2020. In the next six years,
the total installed capacity is expected to reach the range of
638,000- 1,760,000, with a conservative estimate of 850,000
units. Chinese service robotic industry is also expected to an
unparalleled growth in 5 to 10 years. With a conservative fore⁃
cast, in the next six years, the total Chinese market size of in⁃
dustrial robots will be ￥127.5 billion, that of service robots is
￥144.3 billion, and that of the system integration market is
￥382.5 billion. Specifically, the market size of military
ground robots will be ￥34 billion; that of unmanned aerial ve⁃
hicles will be about ￥46 billion; that of service robots for aged
people will be about ￥39 billion; that of assistive robots will
be ￥24.3 billion; and that of public service robots will be
around ￥10 billion.

The Chinese Robot Industry Alliance led by China Machin⁃
ery Industry Federation was established in Beijing on April 21,
2013. The alliance aims to vigorously promote the production,
science and research of Chinese robots, and to accelerate the
universal application of robotics technology and products in
various sectors. The alliance has more than one hundred mem⁃
bers and try to achieve the healthy and orderly development of
the robot service platform based on the optimization of the in⁃
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dustrial chain, innovative integration of resources, complemen⁃
tary advantages, cooperative development, and win⁃win cooper⁃
ation models. China has exported mobile robots in batches,
and Chinese service robots and special robots began to form a
strong competitive power. The total sales of Chinese industrial
robots are over 9500 units in 2013. Based on this, China sup⁃
ports the construction of robot industry bases, such as
Shenyang XINSONG Robot Automation and Harbin Boshi Au⁃
tomation, which are leading the development of Chinese robot⁃
ics industry.

However, Chinese robot brands still have a low market share
in China. International robot brands account for more than
90% of the Chinese market share. Six large Japanese robot
companies occupy 50% of the Chinese industrial robot market,
while Chinese four robotic equipment manufacturers only ac⁃
count for 5% of the Chinese market. Chinese industrial chain
of robots, including production, manufacture, sale, integration
and ordered service has not yet formed. Compared with the ma⁃
jor developed countries, Chinese robot industry develops slow⁃
ly, the core technology is weak, and the market share and addi⁃
tional values are low. However, with the wide application and
expanding of robotics technology and products, robots will
maintain rapid development in China.

3 Intelligent RobotRelated Technologies
and Trends

3.1 Intelligent RobotRelated Technologies
There are certain technical indicators and criteria to mea⁃

sure intelligent robot technology level, and the robotics capa⁃
bility evaluation includes:

•Degree of intelligence. It mainly refers to a robot’s feel
and perception of the outside world, including memory, calcu⁃
lation, comparison, identification, judgment, decision making,
learning ability, logical reasoning ability, etc.

• Performance characteristics, including task flexibility,
common areas or space possessory, etc.

•Physical energy index. It generally refers to a robot’s pow⁃
er, speed, reliability, combinability and service life. For some
special robots, it also includes actuators, drives, sensors and
control systems, and complex mechanical and other compo⁃
nents.
3.1.1 The Robot Actuator

The robot actuator is the body of a robot and the robot arm
(if any) and generally uses the space open chain bar linkage,
where the motion pairs (rotation pair or revolute pair) are often
called joints. The number of joints is typically the robot de⁃
grees of freedom. According to the different joint configuration
types and movement coordinate forms, robot actuators can be
divided into rectangular coordinate type, cylindrical coordinate
type, polar coordinate type, and joint type. In some certain ap⁃

plication scenarios, the relevant parts of the robot body are of⁃
ten called base, waist, arms, wrists, hands (gripper or end ef⁃
fecter), walking part (for mobile robots), etc. for anthropomor⁃
phic considerations.
3.1.2 The Drive Device

The drive device drives the movement of the actuator, in ac⁃
cordance with instructions signals issued by the control sys⁃
tem, and by means of the dynamic element to make robot per⁃
form the related action. The input of a drive device is an elec⁃
tric signal and the output is a linear and angular displacement.
Driving devices used for a robot are mainly electric drives,
such as stepper motors and servomotors. In addition, for the
specific needs of a particular scene, the hydraulic and pneu⁃
matic drives are also used.
3.1.3 The Sensing Device

Robots generally get external information through a variety
of sensors. The sensors are used for real⁃time detection of the
robot’s internal movement and work and of the external operat⁃
ing environment information as well. A sensor also feeds back
to the control system as needed, after comparison with the set
of information, adjusting the actuator to ensure that the opera⁃
tion of the robot meets predetermined requirements. Sensor de⁃
vices used for detection can be divided into two categories.
One is the internal information sensor for detecting the internal
status of the various parts of the robot, such as the position of
each joint, velocity and acceleration, and the measured infor⁃
mation as a feedback signal will be sent to the controller, form⁃
ing a closed loop control. The other is the external information
sensor for acquiring the work object, external environment and
other relevant information of the robot, to make movement of
the robot adapt to changes in the external conditions. In this
way, the robot can achieve a higher level of automation and
even lead the robot to have some human⁃like feels. The robot
also gets the development of intelligence, such as using the vi⁃
sual, sound and other external sensors to get the work objects,
work environment and relevant information, and then use the
information to form a large feedback loop, which will greatly
improve the working precision of the robot.
3.1.4 Control System

One is the centralized control, that is to say, the entire con⁃
trol of the robot is completed by a micro computer. The other is
the dispersed (level) control, which uses more than one comput⁃
er (at upper and lower levels) to complete control of the robot.
The host computer is often responsible for system manage⁃
ment, communications, kinematics and dynamics calculations,
and for sending command information to the lower level com⁃
puter. As a subordinate slave, each joint corresponds to a CPU
which could do interpolation operation and servo control pro⁃
cess with real specific movement, and then passes the feed⁃
back to the host. Depending on the different mission require⁃
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ments of tasks, the control modes of the robot can be divided
into the position control, continuous path control and force
(torque) control.
3.1.5 Intelligent System

Intelligent system refers to the computer system that produc⁃
es human ⁃ like intelligence or behavior. This system can own
the self⁃organization and adaptability to run on a conventional
Von Neumann machine, and also run on a new generation com⁃
puter of non ⁃ Neumann architecture. The concept of“intelli⁃
gence”covers a wide range and is also constantly in an evolv⁃
ing process. Its essential needs further exploration, thus, it is
difficult to give a complete and precise definition for the word
“intelligence”. It is generally stated like: intelligence is reflec⁃
tion of higher activity of the human brain, and it should at least
have the ability to automatically acquire and apply knowledge,
think and reason, solve problem and learn automatically [14].
Smart robots have the function of completing similar intelli⁃
gence capabilities with humans. For an intelligent system, its
processed objects are not only data, but also knowledge. The
ability to represent, acquire, access and process is one of the
main differences between the intelligent system and the me⁃
chanical system. Therefore, an intelligent system is a knowl⁃
edge⁃based processing system. It requires the following facili⁃
ties: knowledge representation language; knowledge organiza⁃
tion tools; the method and environment to establish, maintain
and query knowledge base; and supporting the reuse of exist⁃
ing knowledge. Intelligent systems often use the artificial intel⁃
ligence problem solving mode to get the results. Compare with
the traditional system’s problem solving mode, it has three dis⁃
tinct features: 1) its problem solving algorithms are often non⁃
deterministic or heuristic; 2) problem solving relies heavily on
knowledge; and 3) intelligent system problems tend to have ex⁃
ponential computational complexity. The typical problem solv⁃
ing methods an intelligent system uses are roughly divided into
three categories of search, reasoning, and planning. Another
important difference between the intelligence robot system and
traditional system is that the intelligent system has field per⁃
ception (acclimatization) capabilities. Scene perception helps
robots to interact with the abstract of real world and adapt to
their scene. Such exchanges include perception, learning, rea⁃
soning, judgment and appropriate action making. This is well
known as automatic organizing and automatic adapting. Nowa⁃
days, the chatbot is another hot spot in robot technology. Many
chatbot systems and methods have been developed and studied
such as Siri and Xiaobing.
3.1.6 Intelligent Human⁃Machine Interface System

Intelligent robots cannot be in full autonomy yet, and it still
needs to interact with people. Even a fully autonomous robot al⁃
so needs to feedback real⁃time implementation of the mandate
to people. The intelligent human⁃machine interface system en⁃
ables a robot to provide users with a friendly, natural and good

adaptive human⁃computer interaction system. With the support
of intelligent interface hardware, the intelligent human ⁃ ma⁃
chine interface system generally has the following features:

•Using natural language directly to lead a human⁃machine
dialogue

•Allowing multimedia such as sounds, text, graphics and
images to lead the human⁃machine interaction

•Interacting with human by brain waves and other physio⁃
logical signals

•Self⁃adapting to different user types
•Self⁃adapting to the needs of different users
•Self⁃adapting to different computer systems support.

3.2 Development and Trends of Intelligent Robot
Technology

Intelligent robots are the third generation robots with a vari⁃
ety of sensors. It can fuse information obtained by multiple sen⁃
sors and effectively adapt to the changing environments, with
strong adaptive ability, learning ability and autonomic func⁃
tions. Multiple key technologies decide the intelligence level
of an intelligent robot, which are introduced as follows.
3.2.1 Multi⁃Sensor Information Fusion Technology

The multi ⁃ sensor information fusion technology integrates
sensory data from multiple sensors to produce more reliable,
accurate and comprehensive information. The multi⁃sensor fu⁃
sion system can more accurately reflect the characteristics of
the detection target, eliminate uncertainty information, and im⁃
prove the reliability of information. For example, the emotional
robot can adopt multimodal information from human to get ac⁃
curate emotion of human, by combing text, sounds, facial ex⁃
pressions and information from other channels or models.
3.2.2 Navigation and Location Technology

For autonomous mobile robot navigation, whether it is local
real⁃time obstacle avoidance or global planning, the technolo⁃
gy is used to precisely tell the current state and position of the
robot and obstacles for completing tasks like navigation, obsta⁃
cle avoidance and path planning.
3.2.3 Path Planning Technology

Based on one or multiple optimization criterions, the optimal
path planning technology finds an optimal path from the initial
state to target state and avoids obstacles in the robot work⁃
space. Nowadays, almost all the moving robots use this technol⁃
ogy to increase the covering rate.
3.2.4 Robot Vision Technology

The robot vision system implements image acquisition, im⁃
age processing and analysis, output and display. Its core task
is feature extraction, image segmentation and image recogni⁃
tion. Nowadays, deep learning and related technologies have
been widely adopted in this field and great progress has been
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made.
3.2.5 Intelligent Control Technology

Intelligent control methods improve the speed and precision
of the robot. The human⁃machine interface technology makes it
possible for people to naturally and conveniently communicate
with the robot.
3.3 Wide Use of Intelligence Robots

Modern intelligent robots can basically complete various
complex tasks according to people’s instructions, such as deep
sea exploration, combat, reconnaissance, intelligence gather⁃
ing, and rescue. Robots can complete the tasks humans are un⁃
able or unwilling to complete independently, and also collabo⁃
rate with people to complete tasks under the guidance of peo⁃
ple. Therefore, they have been widely used in different fields.

According to different workplaces, intelligent robots can be
divided into pipes, water, air and ground robots. Pipe robots
can be used to detect the rupture, corrosion and weld quality
in the course of using pipeline, doing pipe cleaning, painting,
welding, internal polishing and other maintenance work in the
harsh environments, and repairing underground pipeline. Un⁃
derwater robots can be used for scientific marine research, off⁃
shore oil development, seabed mineral exploration, undersea
salvage lifesaving, etc., while air robots can be used in terms of
communications, meteorology, disaster monitoring, agriculture,
geology, transport, radio and television and other aspects. Ser⁃
vice robots work semi ⁃ autonomously or autonomously to pro⁃
vide services for human, for example, the robots used in the tra⁃
ditional Chinese medicine field have a good application pros⁃
pect. With a human⁃ like shape, humanoid robots have a mo⁃
bile function, operation function, perceptive function, memoriz⁃
ing and self ⁃ government ability, to achieve friendly man⁃ma⁃
chine interaction. Micro ⁃ robot based on nanotechnology has
broad application prospects in bio⁃engineering, medical engi⁃
neering, micro⁃electromechanical systems, optical, ultra⁃preci⁃
sion machining and measurement (such as scanning tunneling
microscope) and more.
3.3.1 Robots for National Defense

In the field of national defense, military intelligent robots
have got unprecedented attention and development. In recent
years, the US and UK have developed the second generation of
military intelligent robots, such as the United States’Navlab
autonomous navigation vehicles, SSV autonomous ground com⁃
bat vehicles, and Big Dog robots. The robots use independent
control to complete the reconnaissance, combat and logistical
support and other tasks. They are able to see and smell on the
battlefield, to automatically track the terrain and choose the
path, and to automatically search, identify and eliminate ene⁃
my targets. In the future, military intelligent robots will include
intelligent fighting robots, intelligent reconnaissance robots, in⁃
telligent alert robots, intelligent engineering robot, intelligent

transportation robot, and more, and they will become a new
bright spot in defense equipment. The unmanned combat air
vehicle (UCAV) is an upgraded form of the unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) and can do a variety of tasks, including combat.
Unmanned aircrafts, such as BAE Systems Mantis, have the
ability to fly autonomously, choose routes and goals indepen⁃
dently, and make decisions independently. BAE Raytheon is
an unmanned combat aircraft researched and developed by the
UK, and it cannot fly across the continent without pilots and
new methods to avoid detection.
3.3.2 Service Robots

The whole world, especially western countries, is committed
to the research and development of the wide application of in⁃
telligent service robots, although the definition of“service ro⁃
bots”is not clear. The International Federation of Robotics
gives a preliminary definition:“service robot refers to a class
of robots, by its semi ⁃autonomous or fully autonomous opera⁃
tion, providing helpful service for the guardian of human
health or monitoring equipment operation status, but does not
include industrial operations [15].”Take the cleaning robots
as an example. With the scientific and technological progress
and social development, people want to be free more from the
tedious daily affairs, which make cleaning robots enter into
families possible. The floor cleaning robot developed by Japa⁃
nese companies can start from any one location along the wall
automatically using constantly rotating brush to sweep the
waste into its own container. The station floor cleaning robot
sprays the cleaning fluid onto the ground, and simultaneously
uses constantly rotating brush scrubbing the floor and sucked
dirty water to its container. The factory automatic cleaning ro⁃
bot can be used for a variety of clean⁃up work. A cleaning ro⁃
bot named“Roomba”of America, with high autonomy, can
walk in the gaps of furniture in each room, deftly completing
clean ⁃ up work. A Sweden robot“trilobite”, with smooth sur⁃
face, round shape and built⁃in search radar, can quickly detect
and avoid the leg, glassware, pets or any other obstacles. Once
its microprocessor recognizes these obstacles, it will re ⁃select
the route, and make judgment and re⁃calculated for the entire
room to ensure that every corner of the room is to be cleaned.

Service robots can recognize people or objects, talk, provide
companionship, monitor environment quality, respond to
alarms, pick up supplies and perform other useful tasks. They
perform multiple functions at the same time, or play different
roles at different times of the day. Some robots try to imitate hu⁃
mans; this type of robot is called a humanoid robot. The hu⁃
manoid robot is still at a very limited stage, and until now no
humanoid robot can navigate in the room it had never been to.
Thus, the functions and applications of humanoid robots are
quite limited, despite their considerable intelligence behavior
in familiar environment. Semi ⁃ autonomous robots, such as
Friend (Fig. 4) and other various wheelchair robots can help
the elderly and the disabled people to complete some common
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tasks. The increase of aging population in many countries, es⁃
pecially in Japan, means that there are more and more elderly
people in need of care, but relatively fewer young people could
care for them. Human beings are the best caregivers, but they
are very busy. That is why robots are gradually being intro⁃
duced. Friend (Fig. 4) is a semi⁃autonomous robot (wheelchair
robot), helping the disabled and the elderly in daily life, such
as preparing and serving meals. Friend makes it possible for
paraplegic patients with muscle diseases or serious paralysis
(due to stroke and other reasons) to complete some tasks with⁃
out the help of a therapist or a nurse.
3.3.3 Education Robots

In the field of education, the robot has had a long involve⁃
ment since the 1980s; the Turtle robot has been put into use in
schools with Logo programming language [9], [16]. Moreover,
the robot kits, such as Lego, robot teaching kit“BIOLOID”,
OLLO robot and BotBrain educational robot, can help children
learn math, physics, program, electronics and other knowledge.
FIRST company also introduced robots into primary and sec⁃
ondary students’life through robot competitions. FIRST com⁃
pany organized the first robot competition, the first LEGO
League, the basic of Junior Lego Match and the first Technique
Challenge. There were also some devices whose shapes like ro⁃
bots, such as teaching computer Leachim (1974) and 2 ⁃ XL
(1976) that is an 8⁃track tape player.
3.3.4 Sports Robots

In the field of sports, the intelligent robot has also been
greatly developed. In recent years, high⁃tech combat activities
of soccer robots have been carried out among nations, and the
international community has set up relevant federations, such
as Federation of International Robot ⁃ soccer Association (FI⁃
RA). Many regional associations have also been set up, reach⁃
ing a more formal level and a considerable scale. In order to
win a robot soccer match, the camera hanging in the air trans⁃

fers the match status to the computer and the pre⁃installed soft⁃
ware makes appropriate decision and measures and passes the
command to the robot players by way of wireless communica⁃
tions. The robot in a soccer match fuses the computer vision,
pattern recognition, decision countermeasure, wireless digital
communications, automatic and optimal control, intelligent
body design and electric drive technology into its system to re⁃
alize intelligence.
3.3.5 Humanoid Robots

Robots with emotions have also been developed rapidly in
recent years. The REN Research Lab in Tokushima Universi⁃
ty, Japan has developed a conversation robot with emotions
[17] (Fig. 5). During a conversation with the human, the robot
can detect the human emotions and make corresponding re⁃
sponses considering both content context and human emotions.

Anhui Key Lab of Affective Computing and Advanced Intel⁃
ligence Machine, Hefei University of Technology (China), has
achieved some progress in emotional assist robots. The re⁃
searchers in the Lab study affective computing systems on the
humanoid robot platform for mental health problems, funded
by the National“863”Program of China. The humanoid robot
is built in the Lab according to a real person’s outlook and
body structure (Fig. 6). In order to make a perfect approxima⁃
tion, the reverse method is used for the robot head design ac⁃
cording to the real person’s size; the robot’s hair is also plant⁃
ed and cut according to the real person’s style (Fig. 7). The re⁃
searchers in the Lab think that a realistic appearance can im⁃
prove the acceptability of the robot.

The robot was first made to perform six basic emotions, in⁃
cluding surprise (Fig. 8) and sad (Fig. 9) . Then the research⁃
ers built a personalized fusion heart state transition network for
the robot, and developed a multi ⁃model emotion conversation
model based on the transition network. In this way, the robot
could make reactions to emotions (Fig. 10).

The researchers of the Lab have also built a female emotion⁃
al robot (Fig. 11). This female emotional robot is designed as a
platform to enhance mental health for the human. According to
the user’s micro⁃blog, blog, conversational language, voice, fa⁃
cial expressions and emotional interaction, the robot could per⁃
ceive human’s mental health status and calculate the heart en⁃

IR: infra⁃red TFT: thin⁃film transistor
◀Figure 4.
Wheelchair robot
“Friend”.

Figure 5.▶
The conversation

robot with
emotions from

REN Lab.

Chin joystick

Stereo camerasystem onpantilt⁃head

TFT display
Mini joystick

Tray with IRsensor sufface
Panning arm of
TFT display
Panning arm of
manipulator
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richment degree. The system is able to appease and chat with
persons. The researchers have also developed an emotional ro⁃
bot conversation cloud platform. Key functions of the platform
include person identification and emotion cognition, gestures
and voice interaction, intelligent emotional chat, and other
emotional interaction. Emotional robots can be adopted at
home and medical facilities for people of all ages (especially
the elderly), providing recovery assistant service in specific
conditions (autism and depression).

Modern intelligent robots have not been widely used, but
will permeate all aspects of life. For example, the coal and min⁃
ing industry has demands for intelligent robots because of the
harsh environment in coal mining; for building construction,
there are high ⁃ rise buildings plastering robots, mounting ro⁃
bots, indoor decoration robots, robots for wiping glass, floor pol⁃
ishing robots and so on. The nuclear industry requires smart,
accurate, reliable, quick and lightweight robots. For emotional
accompanying, service robots use cameras and microphone
sensors to collect people’s real⁃ time information, obtain their
real⁃ time emotional states by machine learning and data min⁃
ing algorithms, and then synthesize the corresponding human
facial expressions and gestures to do the real ⁃ time emotional
interaction. The application fields of intelligent robots are ex⁃
panding day by day and people are using intelligent robots to
replace human beings to complete more complex and more ad⁃
vanced work.
3.4 Robot Technology Trends

Various robotic technologies constantly emerge. One ap⁃

proach is to use evolutionary robotics. A parent robot con⁃
structs some different sub⁃robots and after testing, the sub⁃ro⁃
bots with best performance will be used as a standard model to
create a new generation of the robot. Another approach is de⁃
veloping robots (developmental robotics) by tracking the inner
changes of the robot in solving problems in specific functional
areas, thereby improving the intelligence of the robot. A new
one has just launched and is named new RoboHon robot,
which can be seen as a smart phone and a robot as well [18].
Japan expects to achieve full commercialization of service ro⁃
bots by 2025 and many leading technology research institu⁃
tions there are led by the Japanese government, particularly by
its Ministry of Economy and Trade [19]. With the development

◀Figure 6.
Body structure size
collection for robot.

◀Figure 7.
Planting and
cutting robot’s hair.

Figure 8. ▶
The robot simulates

surprise.

Figure 9. ▶
The robot simulates

sadness.

▲Figure 10. Robot⁃human emotional
conversation.

▲Figure 11. Female emotional
robot from HFUT.
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of robots, it is expected to establish a standard computer oper⁃
ating system for robot design. The robot operating system is a
set of open source codes and is being developed by Stanford
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Technical
University of Munich, and more. Robot Operating System
(ROS) provides methods for robot navigation and program of its
limbs. These methods do not need to consider the specific
hardware involved. It also provides high⁃level commands, such
as image recognition and even opening the door. When ROS
starts on computer of a robot, it will get the robot’s attribute
data, such as the length of the limbs and robot motion data.
Then it passes the data to a higher ⁃ level algorithm. Microsoft
started its research and development of robots in 2007 [20],
and is developing a“robot window”system. Caterpillar is mak⁃
ing an automatic driving truck [21], without any manual opera⁃
tion.

Intelligent robots in various industries have bright applica⁃
tion prospects and the intelligent robot research at home and
abroad has made many achievements. However, there is still
much room for growth of intelligence level [22], [23]. Future in⁃
telligent robots will be task ⁃ oriented [24], [25]. Because the
current artificial intelligence cannot provide intelligent ma⁃
chines with a complete theory and methods for open tasks,
most of the existing artificial intelligence technologies rely on
domain knowledge and special robots are developed for special
tasks.

Some artificial intelligence technologies in specific areas
are used for promoting the development of intelligent robots:

•Sensor technology and integration technology: The sensor
technology is used to develop better and more advanced pro⁃
cessing methods based on the existing sensors, and find new
sensors as well. The integration technology improves the inte⁃
gration information.

•Robot cloud interconnection technique: Using the cloud
Internet network technology, robots are connected to a comput⁃
er network and their knowledge base comes from cloud [26],
[27]; on the other hand, the cloud can effectively control the ro⁃
bots through the computer network.

•Calculation methods of intelligent control system: Com⁃
pared with traditional methods, the fuzzy logic, reasoning
based on probability theory, neural networks, genetic algo⁃
rithms and chaos calculation [28]-[30] have higher robustness,
ease of use, low cost calculation and more advantages. When
applied to robotics, these methods can help robots to improve
the speed of problem solving and to handle multivariable and
nonlinear system problems better.

•Machine learning in smart robots: The emergence of vari⁃
ous machine learning algorithms promote the development of
artificial intelligence, depth of learning, reinforcement learn⁃
ing, ant colony algorithm, immune algorithm and others for ro⁃
botic systems, making robots possess the human⁃like learning
ability, adapt to increasingly complex, uncertain and unstruc⁃
tured environments.

•Human interface of intelligent optimization: The demand
of human⁃computer interaction is developed toward simplicity,
diversity, intelligence and humanization. Therefore we need
study and design a variety of intelligent human⁃machine inter⁃
faces [30]- [32] such as multi ⁃ lingual voice, natural language
understanding, images, handwriting recognition, and even
physiological information, in order to better adapt to different
users and different application tasks, and eventually to im⁃
prove human⁃robot interaction harmony.

•Multi⁃robot coordination schemes: They organize and con⁃
trol multiple robots to collaborate on complex tasks that cannot
be completed by a single robot, realizing real ⁃ time reasoning
reaction, group decision making and operation of interaction in
a complex and unknown environment.

4 Conclusions
About 50% of the world’s robots are in Asia, 32% in Eu⁃

rope, 16% in the northern United States, 1% in Australia, and
1% in Africa [33]. Japan has 40% of the robots in the world
[34]. Currently, Japan has the largest number of robots. As ro⁃
bots become more advanced and complex, more and more ex⁃
perts and scholars have even begun to explore the need to es⁃
tablish what kind of ethics to manage the robots’behavior
[35], and study whether the robot can have any type of social,
cultural, moral or legal rights [36]. A scientific team has said
that the robot’s brain will probably exist by 2019 [37]. Others
predict that 2050 will be a breakthrough of intelligent robots
[38]. The recent developments have made the robots’behavior
more complex [39]. The social impacts of intelligent robots are
discussed in a documentary film called Plug & Pray in 2010.

For the development of intelligent robots in the future, it is
very important to improve technology and comprehensive appli⁃
cation in all directions, including improving the intelligence
level of robots, and improving the autonomy and adaptability of
intelligent robots.

Simultaneously, intelligent robots for multiple disciplines’
cooperative work involve the technology base, and even the
psychology, ethics and other social sciences. It is essential to
lead the intelligent robots to complete the work beneficial to
mankind, and liberate human from the heavy, repeated and
dangerous work, as described in the science fiction writer
Isaac Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics, and to make the intelli⁃
gent robots truly serve the interests of humanity, not a tool
against humanity. It is believed that in the near future, all
walks of life will be filled with all kinds of intelligent robots,
and scenarios in science fictions will become a reality under
the scientists’efforts, which is expected to improve the quality
of human life and the ability to explore the unknown.

Intelligent robots’development in China still lags behind
the world’s advanced level, while the intelligent robot technol⁃
ogy is a concentrated reflection of high⁃tech and has an impor⁃
tant development value. Therefore, in the field of intelligent ro⁃
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bots, China should find a clear development target, take feasi⁃
ble development strategy in line with China’s national condi⁃
tions, strive to narrow the gap with the world advanced level,
and make the intelligent robot serve roundly for the social de⁃
velopment. We believe that the development level of China’s
intelligent robots can reach a new height through the govern⁃
ment’s attention and investment, as well as by persistent ef⁃
forts of scientists and engineers.

The research emphasis of robots is moving from industrial
robots to the intelligent service robots. The software and hard⁃
ware of intelligent robots will be equally important in the next
20 years, and the software will be much more important than
hardware 20 years later. The future robots should be a com⁃
plete intelligent robot with both IQ and EQ.
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